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Integration Setup Guide and FAQs for the “Klocka” (Time &
Attendance) application used with Brightec Time terminals

and Planday
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In order to set up this integration you need to have ‘Super Admin, Super User or Admin’
rights on your Planday Portal. (Please refer to your Planday Onboarding contact for further
information)

Once a ‘Super/User/Admin’ is appointed, that person(s) is able to generate a unique
authorisation ‘token’ which, at the time of production, is used to pre-set your terminal (s).
This will allow for a smooth plug-and-play experience at the point of installation at your
location.

A. Token Generation

1. Log in to your Planday portal.

2. On your Planday portal go to Settings (1) ->Integrations (2) ->API Access (3) ->Connect
App (4). A new dialogue will pop-up after pressing the Connect app button.

3. Copy the Application Id 353bc444-48ad-4579-898c-8c0928dbd74b and paste it into the
field Application Id (5) and press Save (6).

4. (7) An API Access field ‘Klocka for Planday Prod’ will pop up. Paste the Token into the
field (8) and Press Authorize (9). This will generate a Token(10). Copy the Token by
hovering over the Token field (11)
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5. Send the token to support.time@brightecgroup.com

B. Custom fields

6. Create custom fields in Employee field setup.

Click Settings (1), scroll down to People section (2) and click Employee Form setup (3)

Create custom-fields for PinCode, RFID-tag value, FingerprintValue and Role by using
button “Add field”. (4)

PinCode
Name : PIN Code
Type : Numeric
Default field value : 1
Edit employee => Allow editing = True
Create employee => show field = True

mailto:support.time@brightecgroup.com
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RFID-tag
Name : Tag number
Type : Numeric
Default Field value : 1
Edit employee => Allow editing = True

Required field = True

Create Employee => Show field = True
Allow editing = True
Required field = True

FingerprintValue
Name : Finger ID
Type : Numeric
Default Field value : 1
Edit employee => Allow editing = True

Required field = True

Create Employee => Show field = True
Allow editing = True
Required field = True

Personal settings => Show field = True
Allow editing = True
Required field = True

Role
Name : Role
Type : Dropdown (Admin / User)
Edit employee => Allow editing = True
Create Employee => Show field = True
Personal settings => Show field = True

Please note : the duplication of PINcode values, RFID tag values and Finger ID values
must be avoided.

7. Create one Test-user on your Planday portal. This user shall have a proper value for
each of the custom-fields. One test user needs to have Admin role. (Please refer to your
Planday Onboarding contact to arrange this)

Send your Test-user PinCode information to Brightec at
support.time@brightecgroup.com

8. Brightec will set-up your terminal(s) by using the provided token and use the Test-user to
verify the integration.

9. Now your terminal(s) are shipment ready and on arrival can be started “plug-and-play”.

mailto:support.time@brightecgroup.com
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C. Frequently asked questions

Are night shifts supported?
Yes, your terminal supports night shifts, meaning you can punch-in before midnight and
punch-out in the morning. Note that the punch-out from the night shift is latest 07:30am in
the morning.

How is multi location supported?
For one shift you can punch-in on one terminal and out on another terminal. You can also
punch-out from the Planday mobile application or visa versa.

Are multi-shifts supported?
Earlier one limitation was that an employee only could have one planned shift per day. This
has been implemented in the latest release. You always need to punch-out from a
previously started shift before you can punch-in to a new shift.

Can you punch-in without having a planned shift?
Yes you can. In this scenario the punch-in events will be stored independently from any
planned shifts.

Can I register breaks on a shift?
Yes you can, however to do so you need to end the break before you can punch-out from
the ongoing punch clock shift. This is a configurable option allowing you to define who shall
be able to register breaks within a shift.

Can a terminal be linked to a certain location?
Yes, the Punch Clock record can include information indicating which terminal was used for a
certain punch-in or punch-out event.
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